
Shuttin' It Down

Cole Swindell

Taxi's here
Everybody better finish their beer

Throw on your hats
Slip on your boots

We 'bout to slide outta here
Check out this town

All the pretty things runnin' around
Might let 'em run away with our heart
Or just a little low key kiss in the dark

Hey yeah
It's eleven thirty pm

and we come rollin' in
Hey Yeah

Screw a booth in the back
We wanna be in the middle of that

Dance Floor
All Night

Spinnin' those country girls around
We didn't open it up
But we damn sure
Shuttin' it down

Hey Yeah
Last call

Gettin' kicked out
Yeah that's what I'm talkin' about

Shuttin' it down
Shuttin' it downIt's just like us

To be last minute
Just showin' up
When it's loud

When the crowd's
Already got a good buzz

We're all done with the pre-gamin'
and now it's off to the what's your name andBartender get the pepper flamin'

It's all good man keep the change, yeahHey yeah
It's eleven thirty pm

and we come rollin' in
Hey Yeah

Screw a booth in the back
We wanna be in the middle of that

Dance Floor
All Night
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Spinnin' those country girls around
We didn't open it up
But we damn sure

Shuttin' it downLater on it's gonna be
Bouncer sayin' buddyYou can't leave with that beer

You ain't gotta go home
But you can't stay here

DamnHey yeahIt's eleven thirty pm
and we come rollin' in

Hey Yeah
Screw a booth in the back

We wanna be in the middle of that
Dance Floor

All Night
Spinnin' those country girls around

We didn't open it up
But we damn sure
Shuttin' it down

Hey Yeah
Last call

Gettin' kicked out
Yeah that's what I'm talkin' about

Shuttin' it down
Shuttin' it downOk I'm Out
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